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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to cellular arti-
cles, and in particular relates to methods of locating web
defects in cellular ceramic articles, comprising identifying
the type of web defects.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Cellular ceramic articles are used as particulate
filters and catalytic converters in cleaning exhaust
streams and gas streams. The cellular ceramic articles
have a web made up of finely formed walls that define a
dense array of cells. The web provides a relatively large
surface area for catalytic material to react with the ex-
haust gases that pass through the cells.
[0003] In some applications the cellular ceramic article
must have sufficient mechanical and thermal integrity to
withstand impact and thermal requirements. It can be
advantageous to have webs without defects such as
breaks in the walls or missing wall sections, sometimes
referred to as "non-knitters."
[0004] JP2002257736 discloses a method for inspect-
ing an end face of a honeycomb structure.

SUMMARY

[0005] In a first aspect of the invention, there is provid-
ed a method of inspecting a web of a cellular ceramic
article as defined in claim 1. The web is defined by walls
each having a width and a length and that in turn define
an array of cells. The method comprises: a) characteriz-
ing a web structure from a digital image of the web in
terms of intensity values, comprising establishing an
edge location for each of the walls of the web, and an
edge intensity slope SE for each edge location; and b)
searching for a wall intensity slope SW in one of the web
walls of the characterized web structure to determine the
location of a web defect, if present in the web, wherein
the condition α·|SE| ≤ | SW| is satisfied, wherein α is in
the range from 0.75 to 1.
[0006] Additional features and advantages are set
forth in the Detailed Description that follows, and in part
will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art from the
description or recognized by practicing the embodiments
as described in the written description and claims hereof,
as well as the appended drawings. It is to be understood
that both the foregoing general description and the fol-
lowing Detailed Description are merely exemplary, and
are intended to provide an overview or framework to un-
derstand the nature and character of the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The accompanying drawings are included to
provide a further understanding, and are incorporated in

and constitute a part of this specification. The drawings
illustrate one or more embodiment(s), and together with
the Detailed Description serve to explain principles and
operation of the various embodiments. As such, the dis-
closure will become more fully understood from the fol-
lowing Detailed Description, taken in conjunction with the
accompanying Figures, in which:

FIG. 1 is a side view of an example cellular ceramic
article;

FIG. 2 is a close-up front-on view of the example
cellular ceramic article of FIG. 1, and comprising a
close-up in set that shows a portion of an ideally
formed web;

FIG. 3 is a close up view of a portion of an example
web that illustrates a number of different types of
web defects;

FIG. 4A is a schematic diagram of an image capture
system that shows an image capture device ar-
ranged adjacent the front end of the cellular ceramic
article , which resides on a conveyor;

FIG. 4B is similar to FIG. 4A and illustrates an ex-
ample of an image capture system wherein the im-
age capture device comprises a linear sensor;

FIG. 4C illustrates an example of an image capture
system wherein the image capture device is in the
form of a line scanner;

FIG. 4D illustrates an example of an image capture
system wherein the image capture device is in the
form of a conventional flatbed scanner;

FIG. 5A is a close-up, front-on view of an example
portion of a web showing the centroids of adjacent
cells, as well as web intersection locations associat-
ed with the central cell;

FIG. 5B is a schematic plot of the intensity I(x) in the
captured image versus the distance x between the
centroids of adjacent cells in FIG. 5A as taken along
the dotted line and showing the peak intensity IP and
the basic intensity threshold ITH = ©·IP that defines
an edge location and corresponding edge intensity
slope SE;

FIG. 6A is a close-up view of a portion of an example
web showing a curved wall and how a measurement
of intensity taken over a line that connects adjacent
web intersection locations can pass over a dark
space that is actually part of a cell rather than a non-
knitter in the web wall;

FIG. 6B is similar to FIG. 6A and illustrates an ex-
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ample of how a curved wall can be approximated by
two angled linear wall segments to avoid a mischar-
acterization of a web defect;

FIG. 7 is similar to FIG. 5 and shows the lower hor-
izontal wall of center cell as having a non-knitter web
defect, and also showing a region of interest com-
prising rows and columns of intensity values, and
schematically illustrating how the columns are used
to calculate maximum intensity values max1,
max2, ...maxn and an average intensity value avg1,
avg2, ...avgn for the region of interest;

FIG. 8A is a plot of the gray-scale intensity I(x) (left
vertical axis) and the intensity slope S (right vertical
axis) versus a normalized x coordinate for an exam-
ple non-knitter defect formed in a horizontal web wall;

FIG. 8B is a plot of the gray-scale intensity I(y) (left
vertical axis) and the intensity slope S (right vertical
axis) versus a normalized y coordinate for an exam-
ple chip defect formed in a vertical web wall;

FIG. 9A is a schematic black and white representa-
tion of a portion of a captured image of a web of an
example ceramic article based on an actual gray-
scale captured image as obtained using the image
capture system of FIG. 4D employing a 1700 dpi
flatbed scanner;

FIG. 9B is a schematic representation of a processed
image as might be obtained by processing the cap-
tured image of FIG. 9A using a kernel of 297 x
297pixels;

FIG. 9C shows a non-conforming cell in the proc-
essed image of FIG. 9B as indicated by the white
dashed-line oval, wherein the non-conforming cell is
the subject of scrutiny to characterize the wall defect
therein;

FIG. 9D is similar to FIG. 9C and shows a rectangle
R superimposed on the processed image and cor-
responding in size to the non-conforming cell;

FIG. 9E shows how the centroid information of the
cells and the rectangle defined in FIG. 9D are used
to define a clipped region; and

FIG. 9F shows the transformation of the clipped re-
gion to reproduce the web structure to reveal non-
knitter defect in a central horizontal wall of the non-
conforming cell.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Reference is now made in detail to various em-
bodiments of the disclosure, examples of which are illus-

trated in the accompanying drawings. Whenever possi-
ble, the same or like reference numbers and symbols are
used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like
parts. The drawings are not necessarily to scale, and one
skilled in the art will recognize where the drawings have
been simplified to illustrate the key aspects of the disclo-
sure.
[0009] The claims as set forth below are incorporated
into and constitute part of this Detailed Description.
[0010] Cartesian coordinates are shown in some of the
Figures for the sake of reference and are not intended
to be limiting as to direction or orientation.
[0011] In the discussion below, the term "cellular arti-
cle" is not limited to fired ceramic material and can com-
prise for example an extruded ceramic greenware log
and a dried ceramic greenware log.
[0012] FIG. 1 is a side view of an example cellular ar-
ticle 10. FIG. 2 is a close-up, front-on view of the example
cellular article 10 of FIG. 1. The cellular article 10 com-
prises a central axis A1, a front end 12, a back end 14,
and an outer surface 16. Cellular article comprises a web
18 defined by walls 30 with wall intersections 34 that de-
fine an array of cells 20. The cells 20 can have shapes
other than square, such as triangular, hexagonal, etc.,
e.g. depending on the type of extrusion die used to form
cellular article 10. An outer wall or skin 40 defines an
outer shape of the cellular article 10 as well as outer
surface 16. The close-up inset of FIG. 2 illustrates an
example portion of perfectly formed web 18 with perfectly
formed walls 30 that define perfectly formed cells 20.
[0013] FIG. 3 is a schematic close-up front-on view of
a portion of an example web 18 that illustrates a number
of different types of web defects. One type of web defect
is the aforementioned non-knitter 31N, which occurs
when one of walls 30 in a cell 20 is not completely formed
and has a gap or space therein. A non-knitter 31N is a
particularly hard defect to identify because it is smaller
than a single cell wall (e.g., < 50.8mm [2 mils] or < 101.6
mm [4 mils]). Since many ceramic or ceramic-forming
compositions are green to dark grey in color, a dark hole
can be particularly hard to locate with the unaided eye.
Yet, a non-knitter web defect 31N is critical to locate and
identify because it can adversely impact the performance
of the cellular article 10 in which it resides, e.g., it can
give rise to leaks that allow particulates to pass between
adjacent cells rather than being captured by the wall sur-
faces.
[0014] Another type of web defect is a missing wall
31M, wherein substantially the entire wall of a given cell
is absent. Such a defect is somewhat easier to identify
than a non-knitter because it has the dimension of a sin-
gle cell 20. A missing wall 30 also adversely impacts the
performance of the cellular article 10.
[0015] Another type of web defect is a bent or curved
wall 31B, and such a defect does not necessarily ad-
versely impact performance. Yet another type of web de-
fect is a chip 31C, i.e., a small missing piece missing from
a wall 30 but that does not represent an actual hole in
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the wall. A chip 31C differs from a non-knitter 31N in that
the latter extends deep into the web while the former is
relatively shallow. Like the curved wall web defect 31B,
a chip web defect 31C does not necessarily adversely
impact performance.

Defect detection method

[0016] An example method for detecting and identify-
ing web defects in cellular article 10 comprises steps or
acts: 1) capturing a web image; 2) characterizing the web
structure from the captured web image; 3) identifying lo-
cations of the web defects; 4) defining regions of interest
at the location of the web defects; 5) calculating web pa-
rameters for each region of interest; and 6) characterizing
the type of web defects based on the web parameters.
[0017] Each of the above steps can comprise one or
more sub-steps, operations, acts, etc. as described be-
low.

Step 1 - Capturing a web image

[0018] The first step of the method involves capturing
an image of the cellular article 10 and the web 18 therein.
FIG. 4A is a schematic diagram that shows an example
image capture system 100 that comprises image capture
device 120 operably arranged adjacent the front end 12
of cellular article 10. The cellular article 10 is supported
by a conveyor 130 that conveys the cellular article past
the image capture device 120. The image capture device
120 comprises an image sensor 122 having pixels 124.
The image capture device 120 is shown operably (e.g.,
electrically) connected to a computer 140 that has a dis-
play 142. The image capture device 120 is configured to
capture a (raw) digital image 150R of at least a portion
of web 18 at the front end 12 of the cellular article 10.
[0019] FIG. 4B is another example of an image capture
system 100 wherein the image sensor 122 is a linear
image sensor defined by a line of pixels 124 shown in
the close-up inset as running in the y-direction. The linear
image sensor 122 is used to capture a line image of the
front end 12 of the cellular article 10 as the cellular article
is conveyed past image capture device 120. In an exam-
ple, the linear image sensor 122 is used as a line scanner
and is arranged immediately adjacent to the front end 12
of cellular article 10 to capture a scanned digital image.
[0020] FIG. 4C shows an example of image capture
system 100 wherein the cellular article 10 is supported
by a tray 11 so that the central axis A1 of the ceramic
ware is horizontal (i.e., is in the y-direction). A linear im-
age sensor 122 is arranged with its long axis in the z-
direction and captures line images of front end 12 as
conveyor 130 moves the cellular article 10 pass the linear
image sensor.
[0021] FIG. 4D shows another example image capture
system 100 wherein the image capture device 120 has
the form of a conventional flatbed image scanner. The
cellular article 10 can be placed directly atop the scanning

sensor 122 to capture an image of front end 12 as shown.
The cellular article 10 can easily be flipped over to capture
of image of the back end 14 as well.
[0022] The image capture system 100 of FIG. 4D is
desirable because it has a very small depth of focus, e.g.,
between 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm, and also have sufficient
resolution, e.g., 2400 dpi. The imaging is telecentric and
relatively distortion-free and aberration-free. A shallow
depth of focus is desirable because it can allow for dis-
tinguishing between defects that extend deep into the
web (e.g., non-knitters 31N, which may require adjust-
ment of an extrusion process for example, and defects
that are superficial (e.g., chips 31C) and may not, for
example, require adjustment of an extrusion process.
[0023] In an example, computer 140 is used to stitch
together line-scan images of web 18 to form the larger
2D raw captured image 150R when a line scanner 122
is used. In an example, the raw captured image 150R
comprises the entire front end 12 of cellular article 10 so
that it comprises the entire web 18. FIGS. 4A and 4B
show the raw captured image 150R being displayed on
display 142 of computer 140. Capturing an image of one
end (e.g., front end 12) of the cellular article 10 can be
sufficient to perform the method disclosed herein, for ex-
ample if the cellular article is formed by extrusion then
any extrusion-related defects may be substantially con-
sistent along the axial dimension of the cellular article.
[0024] The captured raw image 150R has associated
therewith a first resolution defined by the relationship be-
tween the pixel size and the size of the captured image.
In an example, image capture device 120 is configured
such that each pixel 124 of image sensor 122 represents
a 5mm x 5mm region of web 18. Different optical resolu-
tions can be used to change this pixel-to-region relation-
ship. The optical resolution can be selected depending
on the characteristics of the cellular articles 10 being
measured, e.g., different cell densities. One preferred
range of diameters of cellular articles 10 is from 10.16cm
[4 inches] to 35.36cm [14 inches]. Various cross-section-
al shapes can also be accommodated, e.g., round or oval,
rectangular, asymmetrical. The captured raw image
150R at 5mm per pixel level can thus range in size, for
example, from 20,000 x 20,000 pixels for a 10.15cm [4
inch] part to 70,000 x 70,000 pixels for a 35.36cm [14
inch] part.
[0025] In an example, an image processing step can
be carried out that smooths out the raw captured image
150R, e.g., to remove noise. This can be done using
known image-processing techniques, e.g., using a
smoothing kernel. In this aspect of the method, the fol-
lowing web characterization step can be performed
based on the processed captured image rather than the
raw captured image.

Step 2 - Characterizing the web structure

[0026] Once a digital image of web 18 is captured, the
next step is to characterize the web structure from the
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captured digital image using intensity values. Each pixel
of the captured digital image 150R has an associated
intensity value, which can be a gray scale value from 0
to 255. As noted above, web 18 is defined by walls 30
that in turn define cells 20. So the web structure can be
characterized by determining select features of the cells
20, and in particular walls 30 that define the cells.
[0027] In an example, the select features comprise the
cell center-of-mass or centroid C, the intersection loca-
tions IL of the web intersections 34, and the shape (thick-
ness) web walls 30. To find the location of any web de-
fects that may be present, walls 30 of web 18 may be
characterized using the intensity values in the captured
digital image 150R and then web defects may be spotted
as signatures in the wall intensity values.
[0028] In an example, web 18 is characterized by first
establishing a basic intensity threshold ITH for the inten-
sity captured image of the web. In an example, the basic
intensity threshold is defined as © of the peak intensity
IP in any given linear row of gray-scale values, wherein
the row starts at the centroid of each cell and extends to
the adjacent cell’s centroid.
[0029] FIG. 5A is a close-up, front-on view of an ex-
ample portion of web 18 showing centroids C1 and C2
of adjacent cells 20, as well as wall intersection locations
IL. FIG. 5B is a schematic plot of the intensity I(x) versus
the distance x between the centroids C1 and C2 taken
along the dotted line DL and showing the peak intensity
IP and the basic intensity threshold ITH = ©·IP.
[0030] Once the basic intensity threshold ITH is estab-
lished, it is used to define a wall edge 30E and the edge
intensity slope SE at the wall edge for each cell 20. By
defining the wall edges 30E, the web structure can be
characterized. The close-up inset in FIG. 5B shows the
edge intensity slope SE of the intensity curve at wall edge
30E, which is defined at the intensity threshold ITH = ©·IP.
The edge intensity slope SE is the rate of change of in-
tensity I versus position x (or y), e.g., SE = Δl/Δx, and is
expected to be relatively steep at the wall edge 30E since
this location represents the transition from the "dark" cells
20 to the "bright" walls 30.
[0031] The magnitude | SE | of the edge intensity slope
SE (or the magnitude of average edge intensity slope |
<SE> |) at the wall edge 30E can later be compared to
the magnitude |Sw| of the wall intensity slope SW meas-
ured along the length of the wall to identify web defects
in the form of non-knitters, because a non-knitter defect
31N should generate a wall intensity slope SW having
substantially the same magnitude as that formed by a
wall edge 30E, e.g., in some embodiments to within 20%
or in other embodiments to within 10% or in other em-
bodiments to within 5%.

Step 3 - Identify locations of the web defects

[0032] Next, the locations of web defects are identified
in the characterized web 18 by searching the character-
ized web for dark spots that manifest as relatively large

values of the magnitude of the wall slope |SW| along the
length of a given web wall 30. The dark spots are poten-
tially non-knitter defects 31N or chip defects 31C, and at
this point there is insufficient information to determine
the difference with a high degree of accuracy.
[0033] As discussed above, in an example, the web
defect that shows up as a dark spot satisfies the condition
of the magnitude of the wall intensity slope |SW| being
substantially the same as the magnitude of the edge in-
tensity slope |SE|. In an example, this condition can be
expressed as α·|SE| ≤ |SW|, wherein a is in the range
from 0.75 to 1.
[0034] The process of identifying the location of web
defects can be complicated by the fact that some walls
30 can be curved. Searching straight across a curved
wall between adjacent intersection locations IL could in-
correctly identify a large dark area of a portion of a cell
20 as a location of a non-knitter defect 31N. This situation
is illustrated in FIG. 6A.
[0035] To account for the possibility of curved walls, a
line is extended between the adjacent intersection loca-
tions 34. An interpolation is then performed to determine
a Y location YL of the middle of the web wall 30. If the Y
location YL is offset from the straight line connection be-
tween adjacent web intersections 34 by more than a cer-
tain amount (e.g., greater than half the web width), then
the wall 30 is considered to be "curved." In this case, the
curved wall is approximated as being formed by two wall
sections 30A and 30B, as shown in FIG. 6B. The search
for the location of a web defect is then conducted in the
two wall sections 30A and 30B. This avoids inadvertently
identifying a curved wall 30 as a non-knitter defect 31N.

Step 4- Defining regions of interest (ROIs)

[0036] Once one or more web defects are located, the
next step is using the location of the web defects to define
corresponding regions of interest (ROIs) on respective
walls 30 that comprise one of the web defects.
[0037] FIG. 7 is similar to FIG. 5A and shows a region
of interest ROI formed on a wall 30 that comprises what
at this point is known to be located a web defect but not
necessarily a non-knitter 31N. An example region of in-
terest ROI has width equal to the nominal or average wall
width of the characterized web, while the length L is the
nominal or average distance between intersection loca-
tions IL of the characterized web. Note that in FIG. 6B,
two regions of interest ROI that correspond to wall sec-
tions 30A and 30B would be employed. The region of
interest is configured so that it covers substantially the
entire wall 30 that contains the web defect to be evalu-
ated.
[0038] Each region of interest ROI represents a matrix
of pixels each with a gray-scale intensity value. The in-
tensity values can be represented by locations in rows
RW and columns CL in the matrix.
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Step 5 - Calculating the web parameters

[0039] In the next step, a number of web parameters
are calculated that allow for determining the type of web
defects present. The web parameters are calculated us-
ing a number of steps that are now described.
[0040] Within each region of interest ROI, for each col-
umn CL the intensity values are examined down the rows
and the maximum intensity value Imaxn within each col-
umn is determined. The average intensity value lavgn of
each column CL is also determined. The maximum in-
tensity values Imaxn for each region of interest ROI are
then stored, e.g., in an array variable MAX, which can be
considered as a single row of representative intensity
values for region of interest ROI. The average (gray
scale) intensity values lavgn are also stored, e.g., in an
array AVG.
[0041] The method then finds the minimum MIN {Im-
axn} of these maximum intensity values Imaxn and stores
the value, e.g., in a variable MIN.
[0042] The method then comprises: 1) deriving from
MIN the average of the values for MIN {Imaxn}, which is
denoted < MIN {Imaxn}> ; 2) deriving from AVG an overall
average intensity <AVG> of gray scale values by the cal-
culation <AVG> = ((ΣAvgN)/N) in the web; and 3) deriving
from <AVG> a standard deviation σGS of the gray scale
intensity values.

Step 5 - Characterizing the web defect using the web 
parameters

[0043] The web defect in a given region of interest ROI
can be characterized using the maximum intensity values
Imaxn.
[0044] In an example, the method uses the maximum
intensity values Imaxn values to find a maximum number
of consecutive points (i.e., adjacent locations) in the re-
gion of interest where the values of Imaxn go below a
given threshold intensity value. The given threshold in-
tensity value can be equal to or based on the values for
<MIN {Imaxn}>, <AVG> or σGS, or can be based on a
combination of these values. The resultant value of this
threshold-based calculation of the maximum number of
consecutive points is sorted in a local variable "counts
below threshold" CBT.
[0045] The method also comprises calculating the 1st
derivative of the MAX values (with respect to position,
e.g., x or y) and the maximum value of this 1st derivative
for the given region of interest is stored in the variable
dMax, while the minimum of the 1st derivative is stored
in the variable dMin. The distance between the location
of the maximum derivative dMax and the location of min-
imum derivative dMin can be measured as a number of
image pixels NP. Note that dMax represents the greatest
or maximum slope of the maximum intensity values Imaxn
while dMin represents the least or minimum slope of the
maximum intensity values Imaxn. So dMax and dMin are
select values of the aforementioned wall intensity slope

S of the Imaxn values.
[0046] The distance between dMax and dMin as rep-
resented by the number NP of intervening image pixels
indicates how fast the maximum intensity Imaxn transi-
tions from a location of rapid change usually associated
with a wall edge to a location of small change usually
associated with a solid portion of the wall. However, the
rapid changes in intensity are not due to wall edge 30E
but are due to at least one web defect. This is because
the region of interest ROI does not comprise a transition
over the wall edge but instead looks at intensity values
taken along the length of the wall. In fact, the intensity
values are compressed in the "width" direction of a given
wall 30 by processing the columns CL as described
above to obtain the maximum intensity values Imaxn and
the average intensity values Iavgn.
[0047] At this point, there is sufficient information to
differentiate with good accuracy between a good web
wall, a non-knitter defect 31N and a chip defect 31C for
each region of interest ROI considered. To this end, ex-
ample limits or thresholds are applied to one or more of
the calculated values CBT, dMax, dMin and NP. As dis-
cussed above, the example limits or thresholds for these
values, which are respectively denoted as THCBT, THMax,
THMin, and THNP, can be equal to or otherwise based on
the values for <MIN {Imaxn}>, <AVG> or σGS, or a com-
bination of these values.
[0048] For a "good web," i.e., a wall 30 in the region of
interest ROI that has no substantial web defect, in one
example the condition CBT = THCBT = 0 is satisfied, while
in another example the condition CBT ≤ THCBT is satis-
fied, where THCBT is a small number such as 2 or 3.
[0049] For a non-knitter web defect 31N, in an example
the conditions CBT > 0, and dMax > THMax and dMin <
THMin, and NP > THNP are satisfied, wherein THMax can
be in the range from 35 to 50 (with an exemplary value
being 40), THMin can be in the range from -35 to -50 (with
an exemplary value being -40), and THNP can be in the
range from 1 to 3 (with an exemplary value being 2).
[0050] For a chip web defect 31C, in an example the
conditions CBT > 0, and dMax > THMax and dMin < THMin,
and NP > THNP are satisfied, wherein THMax can be in
the range from 20 to 30 (with an exemplary value being
25), THMin can be in the range from -20 to -30 (with an
exemplary value being -25), and THNP can be in the range
from 1 to 3 (with an exemplary value being 2).
[0051] FIG. 8A is a plot of the gray-scale intensity Im-
axn(x) (left vertical axis) and the intensity slope S (right
vertical axis) versus a normalized x coordinate for an
example non-knitter defect 31N such as shown in FIG.
7 or FIG. 3. The relatively dramatic change in intensity
Imaxn and relatively sharp variation in the intensity slope
S are signatures of a non-knitter defect 31N and are iden-
tifiable by the above-described criteria for CBT, dMax
and dMin.
[0052] FIG. 8B is similar to FIG. 8A, but for a normal-
ized y-coordinate, for an example chip defect 31C, such
as shown in FIG. 3 in one of the vertical walls 30 in web
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18. Note that the change in intensity Imaxn(y) is not as
sharp as for a non-knitter defect 31N. Likewise, the in-
tensity slope does not comprise large variations as a
function of distance y as compared to the non-knitter de-
fect 31N. The above-described criteria for CBT, dMax
and dMin can be applied to the data of FIG. 8B to confirm
that the web defect is a chip defect 31C.

Alternative method

[0053] An alternative embodiment method of charac-
terizing the web defects has the following steps or acts:
1) capturing an image of the web; 2) forming a processed
image using a dynamic threshold process; 3) identify
non-conforming cell regions; and 4) reconstructing the
web wall of interest in the non-conforming cell region to
identify the web defects in the web wall.
[0054] The first step of the alternative method compris-
es capturing an image 150R of ceramic ware 10. FIG.
9A is schematic representation of a portion of a captured
image of a web 18 of an example cellular article 10 based
on an actual captured image obtained using the image
capture system 100 of FIG. 4D with a 1700 dpi flatbed
scanner.
[0055] The next step involves applying a dynamic
threshold process to the captured image 150 to obtain a
processed image 150P. In an example, the dynamic
threshold process is carried out by using a kernel having
for example a size in the range from 150 x 150 pixels to
500 x 500 pixels. The resulting processed image shown
in FIG. 9B used a kernel having 287 x 287 pixels. The
processed image 150P can then be used to determine
localized dynamic thresholds as explained below.
[0056] The processed image is then analyzed to iden-
tify cell regions 20R that represent the dark background
intensities of cells 20 as compared to the bright intensities
associated with walls 30. The area of each cell region
20R is determined and this information, along with the
cell pitch pC (e.g., the center-to-center spacing of adja-
cent cells) is used as a filter to distinguish between con-
forming cell regions 20R and non-conforming cell regions
that have a larger than expected area and cell pitch.
[0057] The walls of non-conforming cells are then ex-
amined to determine if any of the walls had missing por-
tions, i.e., non-knitter defects 31C. Such a non-conform-
ing cell region 20R is shown in FIG. 9C in the white
dashed oval. The estimated centroids C of cells 20 can
be used to establish where walls 30 of the non-conform-
ing cell region should reside.
[0058] Once the particular wall 30 of the non-conform-
ing cell region that has a missing portion is identified, the
non-conforming cell is outlined with a rectangle R, as
shown in FIG. 9D.
[0059] With reference now to FIG. 9E, the centroid in-
formation of the cells and the rectangle R defined in FIG.
9D are used to define a clipped region CR, wherein r1 =
centroid y location of target cell, r2 = centroid y location
of neighbor bottom cell, while c1 and c2 are x locations

of rectangle R.
[0060] With reference to FIG. 9F, the clipped region is
transformed by defining a background portion of the cells
20 on either side of the isolated wall 30 and then filling
in the remaining area to define the wall portions, which
in the example shown reveal the non-knitter defect 31N.
[0061] Using this process, four main outcomes are
possible. The first outcome is that an entire wall 30 of the
non-conforming cell 20R is missing so that the non-con-
forming cell is essentially a cell that is twice the size of a
conforming cell. The second outcome is that only one
portion of the wall 30 is found, meaning that part of one
side of the web wall is found but the entire other side is
missing all of the way to the web intersection 34. The
third outcome is that two portions of the web wall 30 under
scrutiny are found and represent respective sides of the
wall that has a gap formed therein. The fourth outcome
is that when defining the wall portions, multiple sections
are found. In this case, in one example, it is assumed
that the two largest sections represent respective sides
of a broken wall 30.
[0062] In each of the above outcomes, the size of the
missing wall portion can be determined if necessary. In
one example, all the method needs to convey is whether
the web defect is a non-knitter defect 31N and if it is larger
than a certain minimum size.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method of inspecting a
web of a cellular article, wherein the web is defined
by walls each having a width and a length and that
in turn define an array of cells, the method compris-
ing:

a) characterizing a web structure from a digital
image (150R) of the web (18) in terms of intensity
values, comprising establishing an edge loca-
tion (30E) for each of the walls (30) of the web
(18), and an edge intensity slope SE for each
edge location; and characterized by
b) searching for a wall intensity slope SW in one
of the web walls (30) of the characterized web
structure to determine the location of a web de-
fect, wherein a web defect is considered to be
present in the web when the condition α·|SE| ≤
|SW| is satisfied, wherein α is in the range from
0.75 to 1.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the inten-
sity values comprise a peak value IP, and wherein
the edge location is taken as ©·IP.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, further com-
prising capturing the digital image (150R).

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein capturing
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the digital image (150R) comprises scanning either
a front end (12) or a back end (14) of the cellular
article (10) with a line scanner.

5. The method according to claim 3, further comprising
processing the captured digital image (150R) using
a smoothing kernel, and carrying out act b) on the
processed captured digital image (150R).

6. The method according to any of the above claims,
further comprising c) identifying the web defect by:

d) defining a region of interest for the wall (30)
in which to search for the web defect, wherein
the region of interest is defined by rows and col-
umns of intensity values, with the columns and
rows oriented along the width and length of the
wall, respectively;
e) calculating, for the region of interest, the fol-
lowing four web structure parameters: i) for each
column, a maximum intensity value to generate
a row of maximum intensity values Imaxn, ii) a
maximum of the first derivative of the maximum
intensity values dMax, iii) a minimum of the first
derivative dMin, and iv) a distance NP between
the maximum and a minimum values dMax and
dMin; and
f) identifying any web defects using the four web
structure parameters Imaxn, dMax, dMin and
NP.

7. The method according to claim 6, further comprising
determining a maximum number CBT of consecutive
intensity values in the row of intensity values Imaxn
that are below a select intensity threshold.

Patentansprüche

1. Computerimplementiertes Verfahren zum Inspizie-
ren eines Netzes eines zelligen Gegenstands, wobei
die Netzstruktur durch Wände definiert ist, die jeweils
eine Breite und eine Länge aufweisen, und die wie-
derum eine Anordnung von Zellen definieren, wobei
das Verfahren umfasst:

a) Charakterisieren einer Netzstruktur aus ei-
nem digitalen Bild (150R) des Netzes (18) in Be-
zug auf Intensitätswerte, umfassend ein Festle-
gen einer Randposition (30E) für jede der Wän-
de (30) des Netzes (18) und einer Randintensi-
tätssteigung SE für jede Randposition; und ge-
kennzeichnet durch
b) Suchen nach einer Wandintensitätssteigung
SW in einer der Netzwände (30) der charakteri-
sierten Netzstrukturstruktur zum Bestimmen der
Position eines Netzdefekts, wobei angenom-
men wird, dass ein Netzdefekt in dem Netz vor-

handen ist, wenn die Bedingung α·|SE| ≤ |SW|
erfüllt ist, wobei α im Bereich von 0,75 bis 1 liegt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Intensitäts-
werte einen Spitzenwert Ip umfassen und wobei die
Randposition als 1/2·Ip angenommen wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, ferner umfas-
send ein Erfassen des digitalen Bildes (150R).

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Erfassen des
digitalen Bildes (150R) ein Scannen entweder eines
vorderen Endes (12) oder eines hinteren Endes (14)
des zelligen Gegenstands (10) mit einem Liniens-
canner umfasst.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, ferner umfassend ein
Verarbeiten des erfassten digitalen Bildes (150R)
unter Verwendung eines Glättungskerns und ein
Ausführen des Vorgangs b) an dem verarbeiteten
erfassten digitalen Bild (150R).

6. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, ferner umfassend c) ein Identifizieren des Netz-
defekts durch:

d) Definieren eines Bereichs von Interesse für
die Wand (30), in dem nach dem Netzdefekt ge-
sucht werden soll, wobei der Bereich von Inter-
esse durch Reihen und Spalten von Intensitäts-
werten definiert ist, wobei die Spalten und Rei-
hen entlang der Breite bzw. Länge der Wand
ausgerichtet sind;
e) Berechnen der folgenden vier Netzstruktur-
parameter für den Bereich von Interesse: i) für
jede Spalte einen Maximalintensitätswert zum
Erzeugen einer Reihe von Maximalintensitäts-
werten Imaxn, ii) ein Maximum der ersten Ablei-
tung der Maximalintensitätswerte dMax, iii) ein
Minimum der ersten Ableitung dMin und iv) ei-
nen Abstand NP zwischen den Maximal- und
Minimalwerten dMax und dMin; und
f) Identifizieren von Netzdefekten unter Verwen-
dung der vier Netzstrukturparameter Imaxn,
dMax, dMin und NP.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, ferner umfassend ein
Bestimmen einer maximalen Anzahl CBT von aufei-
nanderfolgenden Intensitätswerten in der Reihe von
Intensitätswerten Imaxn, die unterhalb eines ausge-
wählten Intensitätsschwellenwerts liegen.

Revendications

1. Méthode informatisée d’inspection d’une nappe d’un
article cellulaire, la nappe étant définie par des pa-
rois, possédant chacune une largeur et une lon-
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gueur, et définissant à leur tour un réseau de cellules,
la méthode comprenant :

a) la caractérisation d’une structure de nappe
d’après une image numérique (150R) de la nap-
pe (18) sur le plan de valeurs d’intensité, com-
prenant l’établissement d’un emplacement mar-
ginal (30E) pour chacune des parois (30) de la
nappe (18), et d’une courbe d’intensité de bord
SE pour chaque emplacement marginal ; et
caractérisée par
b) la recherche d’une courbe d’intensité de paroi
SW dans une des parois de nappe (30) de la
structure de bande caractérisée pour détermi-
ner l’emplacement d’un défaut de la nappe, un
défaut de la nappe étant considéré comme étant
présent dans la nappe lorsque la condition α·|
SE | ≤ | Sw | est remplie, α étant compris dans
la plage 0,75 à 1.

2. Méthode selon la revendication 1, les valeurs d’in-
tensité comprennent une valeur maximale lp, et l’em-
placement marginal étant considéré comme étant
©·Ip.

3. Méthode selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant
en outre la capture de l’image numérique (150R).

4. Méthode selon la revendication 3, la capture de
l’image numérique (150R) comprenant le balayage
d’une extrémité antérieure (12) ou d’une extrémité
postérieure (14) de l’article cellulaire (10) avec un
balayeur linéaire.

5. Méthode selon la revendication 3, comprenant en
outre le traitement de l’image numérique (150R) en
faisant usage d’un noyau de lissage, et effectuant
l’action b) sur l’image numérique (150R) capturée
traitée.

6. Méthode selon une quelconque des revendications
ci-dessus, comprenant en outre c) l’identification du
défaut de nappe par :

d) la définition d’une zone d’intérêt pour la paroi
(30) dans laquelle le défaut de nappe peut être
cherché, la zone d’intérêt étant définie par des
rangées et des colonnes de valeurs d’intensité,
les colonnes et rangées étant orientées le long
de la largeur et de la longueur de la paroi
respectivement ;
e) le calcul, pour la zone d’intérêt, des quatre
paramètres de structure de nappe suivants :

i) pour chaque colonne, une valeur d’inten-
sité maximum pour générer une rangée de
valeurs d’intensité maximale Imaxn, ii) un
maximum de la première dérivée des va-

leurs d’intensité maximales dMax, iii) un mi-
nimum de la première dérivée dMin, et iv)
une distance NP entre les valeurs maximum
et minimum dMax et dMin ; et

f) l’identification d’éventuels défauts de la nappe
à l’aide des quatre paramètres de structure de
la nappe Imaxn, dMax, dMin and NP.

7. Méthode selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre la détermination d’un nombre maximum CBT
de valeurs d’intensité consécutives dans la rangée
des valeurs d’intensité Imaxn inférieures à un seuil
d’intensité sélectionné.
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